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Close to the Sun…



“…as a design team, we are after pointing out real matters, 
seeking out real needs and adding value to people’s lives with 
the products we design answering those needs...”

…we do not limit ourselves with direct users’ demands only, 
we care a lot about the interaction an architect or an interior 
designer may build with our products, to unleash their 
creativity in constructing the space…” 

Ece Yalım - Oğuz Yalım



We are talking about the brightest moment
of the sun. At the peak, at the highest point with 

its most luminous and effective status…



NOON is designed to provide a distinctive 
decorative appearance without compromising 
the quality of illumination, with respect to the 
existing conventional recessed lighting fixtures 
mounted on standard 60x60 gridded ceilings 
which are still widely used in office spaces.

NOON MIDI



Noon is offered in different depths and diameters so that the interior designers or architects who are 
indirect users can have opportunity to use them in their own unique scenarios. This will also give them 
the freedom to create dynamic, random layouts with multiple usages.



By means of variety of color possibilities, it 
comes into prominence on a conventional 
ceiling. Especially in multiple usages, it may 
create its own colorful parcel, therefore it will 
definietly add visual richness to ceilings that 
have standard gridded view. This also gives the 
products the potential of being a reference to 
specific interior layouts, emphasizing different 
functional areas.

NOON MAXI



It brings decorative value to the space by means of its circular forms opposing 
the straight angles of the 60x60 ceiling grid and its sculptural forms hanging 
down. The standard body and neck carry lighting discs in different sizes that can 
be combined.



Circles in different sizesmake the choice of 
desired illumination possible and provide the 
visualization of hierarchy between different 
locations with different tasks. 

NOON MINI



While mini version is capable of effective illumination for information desks, 
waiting halls and corridors, midi and maxi sizes are proper for large areas such 
as open offices, cafeterias.



Color

NOON MAXI

RAL 9006RAL 9016 RAL 9005



Housing Aluminum profile with electrostatic coating

Diffuser Highly transmissive opal diffuser

Reflector MacAdam Step-3 high efficacy Mid Power LED with lifetime L70 > 50,000h

Driver Constant current output, Pf>0.90

Supply Voltage 220-240V/50-60Hz

Operating Temperature -20C/+40C

Options DALI
3h emergency lighting kit

Order Code W Lm CCT CRI Kg

02137.65.30.045 46 4470 3000 Ra>80 7,1

02137.65.40.046 46 4670 4000 Ra>80 7,1

Ceiling Type-Dimensions



NOON MIDI

Color RAL 9006RAL 9016 RAL 9005



Housing Aluminum profile with electrostatic coating

Diffuser Highly transmissive opal diffuser

Reflector MacAdam Step-3 high efficacy Mid Power LED with lifetime L70 > 50,000h

Driver Constant current output, Pf>0.90

Supply Voltage 220-240V/50-60Hz

Operating Temperature -20C/+40C

Options DALI
3h emergency lighting kit

Ceiling Type-Dimensions

Order Code W Lm CCT CRI Kg

02137.45.30.034 35 3320 3000 Ra>80 5,5

02137.45.40.035 35 3500 4000 Ra>80 5,5



Housing Aluminum profile with electrostatic coating

Diffuser Highly transmissive opal diffuser

Reflector MacAdam Step-3 high efficacy Mid Power LED with lifetime L70 > 50,000h

Driver Constant current output, Pf>0.90

Supply Voltage 220-240V/50-60Hz

Operating Temperature -20C/+40C

Options DALI
3h emergency lighting kit

Order Code W Lm CCT CRI Kg

02137.25.30.017 18 1620 3000 Ra>80 2,8

02137.25.40.018 18 1700 4000 Ra>80 2,8

Color

NOON MINI

Ceiling Type-Dimensions

RAL 9006RAL 9016 RAL 9005
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